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Welcome from our
Chief Executive:
Jinjer Kandola

Welcome to the third edition of
Trust Matters.
Having read through the contents
three months after my arrival, the
magazine reminded me that I’ve
joined an organisation that is doing
valuable and innovative work to
support children and adults in
Barnet, Enfield and Haringey.
Of course, I’d already seen a lot
of that great work through meeting
colleagues, service users and carers
on visits to sites across the three
boroughs during my first 100 days.
I’m very much in listening mode and
I do hope to meet many more staff
as part of my day-to-day work over
the coming months. Colleagues are
also welcome to attend the special
breakfast and lunchtime sessions
we’re arranging at various sites
through the autumn and
early winter.
I’m also looking forward to the
annual staff awards next month.
This is a unique chance to celebrate
the hard work and innovation of
staff – and judging by the photos
of last year’s celebrations on page
12, I think we can look forward to a
great evening.
It’s obviously a time of leadership
change at the Trust with my
own recent arrival and a new
Chairman and several other new
board directors, including a new
Nursing Director (welcome Amanda
Pithouse), and Non-Executive
Director Neil Brimblecombe. Neil
is a former Director of Mental
Health Nursing at the Department
of Health where he led a national
review of the profession. Our
new board is committed to
strengthening BEH’s position.
I valued the advice and support of
the outgoing Chairman Michael Fox
until his departure in September

so it was interesting to read in this
issue his reflections on more than
ten years in the role.
His pride in the work of both
the board and those on the
frontline is obvious.
This magazine showcases some
of the great work that Team BEH
is doing — but that all too often
we keep to ourselves. As well as
interesting stories from or about
our hard-working colleagues, we
hear from some of our clients
about the impact our work has on
them, their lives and their families.
Damian’s story about his on-going
recovery is particularly affecting.
I want to be out there telling
those stories and highlighting
the great work of the Trust to our
community, our partners and our
potential clients (both service users
and commissioners).
The communications team tell me
that they are already working on
the next issue of the magazine – so
do let them know about any news
or innovation in your service or
department. Or, if you’re a patient
or carer who’d like to tell your
story or just to give the Trust some
feedback, please drop an email to
beh-tr.communications@nhs.net
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NEWS

Help us fight
flu this winter
Despite jokes about man-flu, the
virus is no laughing matter. It’s
unpleasant and can lead to severe
complications – including chest
infections and death. All BEH
staff can get a free flu vaccination
(see the intranet for details).
Meanwhile, people over 65,
pregnant women and those living
in a care home are among those
eligible for a free vaccination.
Speak to a BEH health
professional
or your local
pharmacist
or GP for
advice.

For football fans
If you’re a Chelsea or Tottenham
fan, watch out for news of an
e-auction for a shirt from each
club signed by the players.
The shirts will be auctioned in the
run-up to the big clash between
the two teams on 24 November
with the money raised going to
Dementia UK for Tom’s Club.
Keep an eye on the BEH
website beh-mht.nhs.uk and
dementiauk.org/toms-club
SEE FEATURE ON
TOM'S CLUB PAGE 30
2
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Staff promoting World Mental Health Day

Spicing up World Mental Health Day
BEH staff enjoyed cinnamon buns with their cuppa on World Mental Health
day on 10 October. The buns were intended to bring staff together to talk
about their own mental health. Staff also went out and about to spread the
word about good mental health throughout the community.

National Gallery lends a hand
to budding CAMHS artists

Haringey teenagers and clinicians have
worked with the National Gallery to
brighten the waiting rooms at their
mental health service with a mural.
Three users of Haringey Children
and Adolescent Mental Health Service
and two clinicians held several
brainstorming and design sessions
where they evaluated the mood and
message they sought to create. They
moved on to consider the meaning of
images often found in art – including
butterflies, ying-yang symbols and
flowers – before looking at famous
artworks on postcards with a National
Gallery expert. They learnt about
painting techniques and materials at a
National Gallery workshop.

The young people then planned and
designed a final sketch of the mural
which incorporated elements
suggested by each of the group.
Meena Seda, an IAPT therapist with
Haringey CAMHS, said: “The project
grew out of feedback from the young
users of our service who told us that
the waiting areas at St Ann’s Hospital
should radiate a sense of calm and
hope. It was inspiring to see how the
young people responded to that idea
to create a positive, beautiful image
that will benefit children and young
people for many years to come.”

NEWS

Full steam ahead on
St Ann’s redevelopment
Haringey’s state-of-the-art mental
health inpatient facility moved a step
closer this autumn with the official
turf-cutting ceremony. The extensive
redevelopment at St Ann’s Hospital
is being funded by the sale of part
of the site to the Greater London
Authority to build affordable homes.
Work will start early next year and
it should be completed two years

later. Staff and visitors to St Ann’s will
notice big hoardings around the site
from early November.
In his final act as Trust Chair,
Michael Fox led the ceremony –
which was attended by patient and
carer representatives and key partners
including the Mayor of Haringey
and the Chair of Haringey Clinical
Commissioning Group.

TOP TWEETS
It’s eating disorders awareness
week! Staff from our Eating
Disorders Service were raising
awareness of the condition with
a stall in the café at St Ann’s
Hospital. #EDAW2018 Find out
more about the support the service
offers here: bit.ly/2ta1VKf pic.
twitter.com/2jVjWTRL9

Massive congratulations to our
five Experts by Experience who
last week won the Recovery and
Arts awards at the sixth National
Service User Awards! #keepgoing
#congratulations! pic.twitter.com/
n7xL0e6gRc

Above top: an artist's vision of the new space;
Left: Jinjer and Michael cutting the turf for the new
development; Right: the architects plan

New faces at the top table
The Trust’s top team has taken on
rather a different look in recent
weeks and months.
You’ll know that Jinjer arrived as
chief executive in July – and you can
find out all about her background
and plans for BEH on page 8.
The Board also has a new leader
and new members. Mark Lam has

occupied the chairman’s seat since
1 October, having recently retired
from a career in technology. He is
also a non-executive director at
Airedale NHS Foundation Trust.
Our new nursing director, Amanda
Pithouse, arrived two weeks later.
Neil Brimblecombe has also joined
us as a non-executive director.

#NHS70 three of our staff
working in #Enfield Liz, Kathy and
Mary were student nurses together
in #Barnet and have worked for
the #NHS for 40 years graduating
in 1978.
pic.twitter.com/9kYZghy5Tc

Follow @BEHMHTNHS
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MY STORY

The comeback kid
Here Damian tells Trust Matters
his story of anxiety and depression

I

was sitting with friends
in a local restaurant
when I started to feel
jittery. My stomach
began to ache, my palms were
sweaty, my heart was racing,
and I began to feel I was in
danger. I was 16 and put it
down to dodgy food.

4
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But, it happened again a few days
later. This time I was on the pitch
during pre-season football training
with Crystal Palace’s development
team. The symptoms were the same.
My mum picked me up and took me
to hospital.
I was given painkillers, but after
what happened at Crystal Palace I
began to feel worried about leaving
the house. Worried it would happen
again. I felt like I had no control over
it, whatever it was. It had left its mark
on me.
I stayed home for a week. I felt low.
Numb. Flat. It’s difficult to explain in
words. I didn’t have any contact with
my physical or emotional presence.
That one week escalated into six
months. I never left the house once.
My anxiety and panic attacks were
now accompanied by depression.
My parents were upset and
didn’t know how to help. Nobody
understood what was happening.
My GP eventually referred me into an

‘I felt like I wanted to
scream but I couldn’t
make a sound.’

NHS therapies service known as IAPT
(Improving Access to Psychological
Therapies). I started seeing a
counsellor at Open Doors, a service
for young people living in Haringey.
I didn’t manage to make it to all the
sessions: I wasn’t mentally ready to
face what was going on.
One night I woke up at 2am,
panicking, my heart racing. I felt like
I wanted to scream but I couldn’t
make a sound. It was bizarre. I sat
on my bed for an endless amount of
time and admitted I had a problem. I
knew I wasn’t being myself and knew I
needed to do something about it.
The next day I set myself personal
goals. I started taking walks to

MY STORY

conquer my fear of leaving the house.
Although I only managed to get a few
metres, it was a big step for me.
I had been enrolled with a college
and a football academy but I wasn’t
attending either. I wasn’t ready to
attend classes, and none of my friends
knew what was going on but the
school counsellor provided support.

‘I saw myself
making progress;
my confidence
increased as I
regained my
independence.’
My mother took me to see my GP
again who referred me to the local
Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services (CAMHS) run by BEH. This
service really made a huge difference
to me. I discussed my situation with
the Assistant Psychologist, Jaymie
Huckridge. It was the first time I was
able to articulate what was going on.

Jaymie knew I was only leaving the
house with my mum so he asked if
I could come to my appointment on
my own. Although it was only a 15
minute walk I was anxious, it had been
months since I had been out on my
own. I stopped half way and called
Jaymie — I just didn’t feel able to do
the whole journey. He came out and
met me and we sat on someone’s wall
and talked, eventually moving from
the wall to a park bench. The next
week we outlined a plan – for me
to get back into training, which was
in Hackney. He came with me to
every session and part of the
therapy was travelling.
We made progress but it was slow.
It wasn’t until the fifth session that
I cracked it. As I saw myself making
progress my confidence increased as
I regained my independence.
I was seeing Jaymie two or three
times a week and this became the
biggest focus in my life. With each
journey I began accepting that fear is
OK and understood that I needed to
learn to cope with my anxiety.
On my last session with Jaymie we
met in a café in King’s Cross. I saw
him as a part of my consciousness,
that voice which was encouraging me
to progress – he provided logic and
reason. It was then I realised I was
going to be on my own, but I knew I
had the skills and knowledge to cope
with my anxiety.
Despite my struggles, I completed
my Sport Level 3 extended diploma,
and film studies A-Level. I took a gap
year and volunteered at a number
of organisations and joined the local
Youth Council. The other members
voted me the co-Chair, and this

role really helped me develop my
leadership and social skills.
The British Youth Council invited
me to an event in Kent. Initially,
the thought of a two-night trip
was terrifying, but the closer it got
the more intrigued I became. I told
the co-ordinator how I was feeling
and he encouraged me to jump on
the train with them for one stop.
That turned into another, followed
by another.
I knew when we reached the coach
at the end of the train journey there
was no turning back. It was the
toughest decision I’ve ever made.
I decided to go on-board to check
I felt comfortable, but before
I knew it the coach had taken off and
I didn’t really have a choice. I broke
down into tears but my parents
were on the phone, encouraging me
and providing the support I needed.
We had the best three days, full of
activities and laughter.
I am still nowhere near where
I want to be, but I am very excited
looking forward and will take the
challenges head on.

If you are a young
person or a parent
concerned about a child
who might need support
like Damian please talk
to your GP or visit the
CAMHS website at
behcamhs.nhs.uk
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Sue Jowett has served the NHS for a whopping 53 years.
She started work when patient notes were recorded by hand,
and nurses worked a 48-hour week for a pound a day. Five
decades on she’s still on the frontline. Here’s her story.

53 YEARS
IN THE NHS

‘I

always wanted to be a nurse, ever compared to now, and we didn’t
since I can remember. An older
have to worry about computer systems
cousin who was a nurse inspired
going down.
me. So, in 1965 I applied directly
After completing a health visiting
to the Royal Free. I had eight weeks
course in the early seventies
of initial training, which covered
I began working with families with
all the basics; anatomy, physiology,
pre-school children. Unlike these days,
hygiene, and then began work on the
however, I also had a caseload of older
wards. Back then all nurses trained on
people. It had a focus on preventative
the ward, with blocks of ‘theory’ at
care for all ages.
nursing school every few months. We
After having my first child I had six
worked a 48-hour week and got paid
weeks maternity leave, which was the
£365 a year! Things have changed
norm then. Later, I came to work in
enormously since then of course —
Enfield and Haringey Health Authority
and not just the salary.
— which we now know as BEH — as
a part time health visitor and family
planning nurse.
I returned from the birth of my
fourth child to set up an out-of-hours
health visiting service which carried
out child development checks in the
evenings. That work included an oncall telephone service which offered
advice about feeding and other child
Wards looked completely different.
health problems. I also managed
There were no healthcare assistants or contraceptive services, mostly in the
male nurses. The wards were staffed by form of family planning clinics.
a sister, two staff nurses and student
This role gave me a good work-life
nurses. Training was hands-on. The
balance. It also allowed other health
wards were big with around 30 beds.
visitors with small children who
Student nurses were expected
couldn’t work during the day to work
to know all the patients and their
the out-of-hours shifts and keep updiagnosis, which wasn’t a problem
to-date.
as patients would be in hospital for
My very small team supported about
at least 8-10 days. Matron would
2,000 families a year. We prevented
frequently arrive and require a nurse
people from rushing to A&E and
to escort her around the ward, giving
alleviated pressure on GPs. We won a
a diagnosis and update on each patient. national award for the service – it was
We used to write essential information incredibly good value for money and
about each patient on index cards
I’m still really proud of it.
called Kardex. There
When the organization appointed a
was very little paperwork to do
consultant in Reproductive Health and

We worked a
48-hour week
and got paid
£365 a year!
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Sue in 1965

Sue at the staff awards where she had a standing ovation
for long service

Community Gynaecology, we set up an
integrated sexual health service, which
also won a national award.
Wanting to know more about
evidence based medicine, I studied for
an MSc in advanced primary care.
Although I am well past my sell by
date, I continue to work full time and
now manage adult and older people’s
community services.
I have seen a number of NHS
reorganisations, many more than once.
As demand grows and treatments and
technologies expand, placing more
pressure on finances, my hope is that
new nurses coming into the profession
will not be discouraged.’

STILL NURSING AFTER
ALL THESE YEARS
Two BEH staff began their nurse training at the same time in
1978 and 40 years later they work together in Enfield. Christine
Bascoe met Kathy Soderquist and Liz Barry to reflect on the
changes they have seen in the NHS.
Tell us about this picture of your
group of student nurses?
Kathy: This was the usual thing. Every
new cohort of nurses that started
went to the grass area in between the
wards at Barnet and had their picture
taken around a bench. There are a lot
of cohorts of student nurses that have
the same picture.
Why did you become a nurse?
Kathy: I started work as an auxiliary
in a care home and the people there
encouraged me to do my nurse
training. I left home at 17 to do my
nurse training and stayed in Barnet
after I qualified for about 10 years
and then came to Enfield in 1990 to
do health visiting and have been here
ever since. I’m now service manager
for universal children’s services.
I remember my first pay packet as
a student nurse. Our board and
lodging for the student house was
taken out before we got it and my
first monthly pay was ninety four
pounds. In Barnet High Street I saw a
coat for fifty pounds and I bought it.
I used over half of my salary and the
rest of the money had to feed me.
I had to buy some books but I had
that coat for years.
Liz: I thought about nursing at
secondary school in Ireland so I got a
job in St George’s Hospice in Hackney
as a health care assistant or auxiliary
nurse and from there I applied to
Barnet. I’ve worked in intensive care
at Barnet and at Chase Farm, been
a matron at Chase Farm and was
appointed manager of the Magnolia
Unit to modernise the service from
2006. Since 2013 I’ve managed
long term conditions, therapies and
podiatry in Enfield.

How have the NHS and nursing
changed since you started?
Kathy: You used to have the time
and the staff to give holistic care.
You could help post-operative
patients with things like helping
them get out of bed and making
sure their feet and hands were okay.
We could sit and chat to them. That
is the bit that I think is gone. It is
more technical now and not hands
on like in the good ole days.
We’ve had too much bureaucracy
and belt-tightening. There used to
be some waste in the NHS but it
has gone too far.
Liz: We were more hands on and
we spent more time with the
patients. The paperwork took
much less time. Although a lot has
changed for the better I think patient
satisfaction and the quality of the
nursing care was probably better
because you had more time to
deliver it. Every time we introduce
something new into the workplace
we reduce the patient contact. In
an eight hour shift in the old days
I would have six to seven hours
patient contact. It’s is probably half
that now.

What is the solution?
Kathy: More money for both the
NHS and local government because
we have to work closely together now.
The NHS has definitely been a victim
of its own success. I can’t imagine
working for any other organisation.
Liz: We used to have clinical teachers,
clinical managers, director of nursing
and then the trust board. There’s been
a lot of new departments since the
1980s. Patients complain about not
seeing a nurse for a couple of hours.
I still believe in the NHS but there
has to be a reasonable and rational
approach to it. I don’t think we can do
everything for everybody in the same
way. However, I wouldn’t want to be
anywhere else if I needed emergency
care or critical care as I do think it is
the best and you do feel tied into it
after 40 years.
It is easier for us to make the case
for patient care now because it’s not
so formalised.

Kathy and Liz today

Kathy and Liz when student nurses
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FEATURE: JINJER KANDOLA

Jinjer Kandola started as Trust Chief Executive in July.
Before joining us, she served as Deputy Chief Executive and
Director of Workforce and OD at Hertfordshire Partnership
University NHS Foundation Trust. Jinjer took half an hour out of
her packed schedule to tell Chris Mahony about her route to the
top, her ambitions for BEH and why she puts her fingers over her
eyes during Casualty.

Adding Jinjer to the
I know you had an ambitious 100 day
plan to meet as many staff, service
users and carers as possibly during
your first 100 days. How has that
gone? What have been the highlights
and has anything surprised you?
It’s been great to meet a lot of people
and I’ve visited a number of sites
across all three boroughs and spent
time in both our specialty and acute
services meeting people.
Just the other day I was in the home
treatment crisis team in Haringey.
Listening to the way they manage
complex patients in the community
and how they use resources to
support vulnerable people made
me so proud. In fact, everywhere I
have been I’ve seen something that
inspired me about our staff.
It’s obviously exciting to join the
team just as we’ve reached a landmark
in developing what will be a fantastic
state-of-the-art inpatient facility at
St Ann’s hopsital in Haringey. I’ve
been struck by the enthusiasm of
people working in what is often a
pretty stark environment at present.
What’s your ambition for BEH?
My biggest ambition is to make sure
we get the recognition BEH deserves
and make us one of the best mental
health and community trusts. I want
to empower our teams and our staff.
We have excellent foundations in
8
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place for everyone involved to build
on and I will be promoting what we
do to our stakeholders and potential
partners. I believe in Team BEH — as
anyone who follows me on twitter will
know. Follow me @KandolaJ.
I heard you wanted to be a nurse
so how did you get into human
resources and organisational
development?
I found I couldn’t stand the sight of
blood – I still watch Casualty and
Holby City with my fingers over my
eyes. But I knew I wanted to be part
of the NHS so I got a job at an old
nursing school attached to a hospital.
I started as a shorthand typist and
got involved in recruiting nurses and
then general HR. I worked my way up
from there.
In your previous job you were very
enthusiastic about developing
colleagues so they could take on
leadership roles. Is that something
you want to implement here at BEH?
Without a doubt. We as leaders
have to think about how we support
people to do their job and give them
the chance to progress through the
organisation. I believe that you can do
anything if you have the will and selfbelief but you need the opportunity.
Don’t be afraid to knock on doors
to progress your career. I also want

FEATURE: JINJER KANDOLA

BEH family
to introduce here something that I
found very helpful and interesting in
my previous role – reverse mentoring.
In Hertfordshire, a Band 5 nurse
mentored me and she really told
me how it was. I learnt a lot about
how decisions that we make as a
leadership team are translated
to the frontline. She pushed me
quite hard and gave me honest
feedback. Any willing volunteers
please get in touch.
As an Asian woman do you see
yourself as a role model for women
and particularly black and minority
ethnic (BAME) women?
I never saw myself as a role model
but the stark reality is there are
not many BAME leaders let alone
BAME women leaders so people do
contact me. I’m the first Sikh woman
to become an NHS chief executive
and one of just five BAME NHS chief
executives. And there aren’t many
chief executives in the NHS who
came up via the HR and OD route.
It’s a privilege to hold the position
and an honour to serve.
You’ve won an HPMA award as HR
director of the year. Was that the
highlight of your career so far?
I’m not sure it was my proudest
moment but it was up there. Perhaps
I was most proud when reading the

latest Care Quality Commission
report for Hertfordshire. The
inspectors clearly saw in action some
of the strategies I put in place. They
saw staff living and owning our values.
They saw people who had developed
through our academy. I was very
happy about that.

‘ I’m the first Sikh woman
to become an NHS chief
executive and one of just
five BAME NHS chief
executives… It’s a privilege
to hold the position and an
honour to serve.’

You are the daughter of Sikh
immigrants from the Punjab in
India. How has your childhood and
cultural background shaped you and
your career?
My mum and dad both emigrated
in the late 1960s from Punjab. As
Punjabi Sikhs they engrained in
my brother and sister and me the
principles of honesty, integrity, hard
work and service to others. In
Punjabi Sikh families there are a
lot of expectations about being a
wife, a mother and a daughter-inlaw so you’ve got to be good at time
management.
And do you manage your time well
enough to ever relax?
Spending time with my family helps
me relax — I have a large extended
family and we are always having
functions. I don’t spend as much time
gardening as I’d like to these days
though — and the garden is showing
the signs of that.

Follow Jinjer @KandolaJ
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MY SECRET LIFE

ANDY GRAHAM

MY SECRET LIFE
Andy Graham has been our Chief Operating Officer (COO)
since he joined the Trust in June 2014. When Maria
Kane (our former CEO) left he became our interim Chief
Executive for six months until Jinjer arrived.

A

ndy is known for his mildmannered and wellrespected way of getting
things done at BEH, but he is also a
rather private man. Well, until now
at least! Because when the Trust
Matters team started lifting the lid
on our COO they found a treasure
trove just ripe for our regular My
Secret Life slot.
Andy Graham is 50 years young. He
joined BEH four years ago, and felt
immediately at home. By
background he was a trained mental
health nurse, having made the
decision at school to work in the
NHS after coming to the conclusion
that banking was way too dull.

10
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In fact, boring doesn’t feature in Andy
Graham’s life too much. He loves his
job, his social life is pretty hectic, and
when he has the chance he loves to
go to Jamaica — the cuisine, the
people, and the country he finds a
breath of fresh air.
But, before we discover more, let
us find out first what inspired Andy
to join the NHS, and BEH. He took
time out to spend a few minutes
talking to Trust Matters’ crack
reporter, Karl Heidel.
Andy: After I had finished my training I
spent a few years working in mental
health before moving from Scotland
to England. There I helped set up
one of the first community mental
health teams for older people. I then
got involved with GP fund holding
and primary care, before widening my
health experience in the acute sector.

So how did you get back into
mental health Andy?
I applied for an interim post at BEH
and fell in love with the place. I
realised how much I’d missed it. I’d
been out of mental health for a while
and it felt like coming home. Working
in this field is one of the most
rewarding jobs you can do. No matter
what level you are at within the
organisation we all strive to make a
person’s experience of mental health
services better.
How do you look after you own
mental health?
I definitely like to relax, but I enjoy
doing something or learning
something new to unwind. So, a few
years ago I decided I would finally
learn how to ride a motorbike,
something I had wanted to do for a
long time. And when I passed my test
there was no way I was going to be
seen on a moped or something

MY SECRET LIFE

sensible. No, I went for the big guns
straight off and bought a Harley!
Oh, that’s brilliant I would never
have guessed you were a biker.
What’s it like?
It’s amazing. It’s a really exhilarating
feeling and the bikes are so
comfortable and really powerful. I
have even gone on holiday with it!
What, with Mrs Graham strapped on
the back of the bike? Really?
Yes, something like that. She is
actually quite a natural. She doesn’t
seem to cling on for dear life anyway. I
think it helps that she rides horses as
it gives her that balance and lack of
fear. So I ride the bike, Mrs Graham
sits behind me surrounded by
rucksacks and tents and any other
stuff we need, and then we shoot off.
So where do you whisk her off to?
We like to go down the Essex
coastline, Maldon and places like that.
And we like to go to rock and bike
fests too. There’s a good one in
Derbyshire that we went to most
recently. They’re a lot of fun.
Well I am pretty impressed. Anything
that might surprise us?
Well I play the guitar.
Ah, now that sounds a bit more

sensible. Is it classical or something a
bit more racy like the Beatles?
Ah you have to give me credit Karl.
No. I’m much more at home playing
lead guitar to the Sex Pistols, the
Clash and the Buzzcocks.
You’re in a punk rock band? Andy, you
continue to surprise me!
Yes, I’ve been playing in a band Jack
the Biscuit for about 10 years now.
We’ve even got a little recording
studio. Downstairs it’s hogroasts and
beer and upstairs is the recording
studio, what more could one want!
Well I am impressed, but shocked. For
one you don’t seem to have the
requisite amount of hair for a punk.
What about the rest of the band?
No, hair is at a bit of a premium for all
of us to be honest, especially as we’re
all over 50. But saying that, we
recruited a very good 21 year old bass
player recently and he makes up for all
of us in the hair department. In fact,
thinking about it, since Matt joined us
we’re now, technically speaking, a boy
band!
If you say so Andy! So what sort of
gigs do you do now?
The band has quite a following in
Essex, but things have slowed up a bit
recently because of health problems.
The last one we did was at my own

wedding, which honestly shows how
tolerant Mrs Graham is.
And how did that go down?
The family were a bit nervous! You
see, the band is a bit noisy. But,
actually everyone loved it and it went
down really well.
So do you and Jack the Biscuit have
any gig tales for us. I am sure there
must be a few?
There might be Karl, but one I
remember quite vividly was when we
were invited to switch on the
Christmas lights in Chelmsford one
year. I got up on stage, everything was
set up. A big old crowd was
assembling along Moulsham Street,
and the local press were there too. It
was all looking good, and just before
we went on a big gust of wind blew
the singer’s lyrics down the street. We
had to pretty much busk it for the
whole performance.
Oh dear.
Yes, it was ‘oh dear’. We had some
interesting coverage in the local
paper! They didn’t invite us back the
following year, funnily enough.
Andy, that’s a great story. Thank you
for sharing your Secret Life with us.
That’s a pleasure, it’s great to be part
of BEH!
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STAFF AWARDS

Get ready for 2018’s
glitz and glamour

T

he awards recognise the
efforts and achievements of
dedicated staff working to
improve the lives of the people we
serve. Employee of the month and
long service awards will also be
handed out at a glitzy celebration
event at the Meridian Grand next
month (November).
Last year hundreds of staff
glammed up for a night of
celebration at the same venue. This
year nearly 350 BEH employees have
been nominated for a gong.
Sharon Thompson, service
manager for adult and older people
in Barnet, won the manager of the
year award for her great leadership
style and for being inspiring,
supportive and approachable.
Speaking about the awards
night, Sharon said: “Putting a face
to the name of those we spend time
emailing or talking to on the phone
is particularly interesting. I see it as
an opportunity to let your hair down,
celebrate with each other and have
a wee dance.”
The 2018 awards ceremony takes
place at the Meridian Grand on
22 November.
Staff can visit the intranet
for more details.

12
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Celebrating
Excellence
Awards 2017
Newcomer of the year:
Rachel Noble, Speech and Language
Therapist, Children & Young People,
Specialist Services
Supporting star non-clinical member:
Martine Gopaulen, Ward Clerk, NLFS,
Specialist Services
Care professional of the year:
Meena Seda, CYP, IAPT Therapist,
CAMHS, Haringey
Nurse of the year:
Dumsile Mabuz, Adult and Older People,
Enfield Health
Doctor of the year:
Ekaterina Duokova, Specialty Registrar,
Older People, Haringey

Manager of the year:
Sharon Thompson, Service Manager,
Adult and Older People, Barnet
Diamond team clinical:
Cornwall Villa, Enfield Health
Diamond team non-clinical:
Pharmacy (Haringey): Corporate
Chief Executive’s award for excellence:
Amy Daniels, In-patient Therapies Lead,
MHSOP, Enfield Health

HEALTH MATTERS

Last year the Trust commissioned a rapid access to physiotherapy care
service to improve our occupational health and wellbeing support for
staff. More than 150 employees have already used it and each of them
was pleased with the service. Musculoskeletal (MSK) problems are a
major cause of sickness absence across the NHS.

Rapid relief on offer
for staff under strain
Trust Matters Jide Odusina talked to
Shona Miranda, the physiotherapist
who treats our staff.
Shona, please tell us a bit about
yourself and what you do for
BEH staff?
I graduated in 2008 and since then
studied for a Masters in Sports
Physiotherapy and Exercise Medicine.
I also work part time for Tottenham
Hotspurs Ladies. Compared to my
work in sports, in occupational health
settings there is a greater variety of
patients and a broader age range.
It is more challenging working
with employees, helping them to
understand the underlying causes of
their musculoskeletal weaknesses.

Shona at work

My treatment centres on exercise with
education — I use manual therapy if
appropriate. I focus on promoting selfmanagement of aches, pains and more
significant issues through exercise. It
encourages long term maintenance
of health and wellbeing. Once people
understand what is going on they tend
to work better. I spend a lot of time
engaging with patients to build a good
relationship, as well as demonstrating
exercises with them. This helps them
perform their exercises correctly.
Having personally experienced your
approach for a shoulder problem
associated with poor positioning and
extensive use of a standard mouse, I
had to ask about the pain of exercise
when your joints or muscles are
killing you. Shona, how do you
balance the pain/recovery equation?
I do tell all my patients to respect
pain; it’s your body trying to tell you
something important. I tend to see
people when the pain is acute and
causing them more discomfort than
usual. I don’t like inflicting pain, but
I need to find the spot that is giving
trouble. Muscles are not supposed
to hurt; I have to mobilise the limb
or joint to find the source of the
problem, sometimes that hurts.
Recovery is not a quick fix, it is a
long-term goal. All muscles can be
strengthened and lengthened. Even
in older people, simple resistance
exercises can be very useful. For
those who are younger, it is a good
idea to exercise now to strengthen
your tissues.

What are the typical conditions you
see and what causes them?
The most common areas are neck,
shoulders and lower back problems,
mostly related to long periods of
manual or sedentary work and poor
posture. I’d urge people to move more
at work. Where possible, take a break
– especially during long meetings or
when doing repetitive tasks. We need
to protect our muscles and bones; a
healthy body is more productive in the
workplace. When people are in pain,
they can’t be fully focused on the job.
Chronic stress is a factor in neck and
upper back problems. I always think
about referring people with such
symptoms to the Trust’s Employee
Assistance Programme for help in
managing stress.
What golden nuggets of advice would
you offer to our staff so that they
don’t have to come to see you?
Start exercising gently and regularly,
give your mind regular breaks and
prioritise your body and wellbeing.
What if they need to see you?
I welcome self-referrals or referrals
from managers – it’s a simple process
you can do through the intranet if
you have MSK problems which affect
your work.
Thank you Shona. I can personally
assure colleagues that your
approach works.
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Louis talks

Louis and a service user
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COVER STORY: LOUIS THEROUX

Louis Theroux has interviewed porn stars, plastic surgeons
and neo-Nazis but now the famous filmmaker has turned
his hand to uncovering the truths behind mental health,
exploring the world through the eyes of those who are
the most affected.

s to anorexia –
and to BEH
This month marks one
year since the BBC
broadcast his Talking to
Anorexia series, which
was partly filmed at the
Phoenix Wing (an eating
disorders ward) at St Ann’s
Hospital and featuring
some of BEH’s patients
and staff. The BBC has
also recently put the
series on i-player.
Louis and his team had the
opportunity to get to know patients
who’ve been battling the condition
and understand the effect it has had
on their families too. Trust Matters
Priyal Dadhania met up with him
when he was filming at St Ann’s.

Hi Louis, lovely to meet you! I hope
you’ve been enjoying your time on
our ward, getting to know the dayto-day activity a little more. Before
we catch up about that, I’m curious,
what led you to pursue a career in
documentary making?
I was working in NYC for a magazine
in my 20s and people I worked with
went off to write for a TV show called
Michael Moore’s TV Nation. He was
looking for a British correspondent
and that was how I got my first
experience in TV. Then, one thing
led to another. I suppose it was a
combination of curiosity about the
world, an interest in journalism
and opportunities.

Since then you’ve obviously had a
hugely successful career, exploring
the weird and wonderful and helping
to change perceptions. You’ve
been in and out of Phoenix Wing
at St Ann’s for a few weeks now.
What made you want to focus on
anorexia?
The subject is very interesting and
human in the dilemmas it throws
up, thinking about how it affects
families, loved ones and patients
themselves. One striking thing is
what a difficult illness it is and how
long it takes to recover from. People
sometimes forget it insinuates itself
in the workings of your mind. There
is a surprising difficultly on the part
of some patients to see oneself as ill.
You’ll hear some people say ‘everyone
including the doctors thought I was
close to death but I think everyone
is overreacting and I didn’t feel that
I was ill’. And you ask, ‘do you feel
you’re ill now’, they’ll sometimes say
‘I guess I do, because people tell me
I am, but it’s not as bad as people
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COVER STORY: LOUIS THEROUX

‘We’re exploring some of
the more difficult questions
of what it means to be alive
and how we endorse which
of our thoughts are healthy,
and which aren’t.’
are making out.’ Unlike with other
conditions there is an opposition to
the idea of becoming well.
I’ve done a few documentaries in
the area of mental illness and I’m
interested in the workings of the
mind. I like to get involved in stories
which feel like they are high stakes
and this is a matter of life and death
and explores some of the more
difficult questions of what it means to
be alive and how we endorse which of
our thoughts are healthy, and which
aren’t – that’s my perfect terrain.
And how have you found working
with the doctors and clinicians?
Wonderful. The doctors, nurses and
the rest of the clinical staff are doing
the great work you’d have hoped
for in terms of the NHS. They are
working long hours, getting involved
in some of the most demanding and
challenging cases you could ever think
of. The NHS does a wonderful job,
and provides first class, world-leading
standards of care in a way that’s
available to everyone which is a huge
national asset. I’m also conscious that
resources are stretched and there are
certainly no spare beds and increasing
waiting lists. It would be great to
see more resources put in front of
the wonderful people I have the
opportunity to be among.
Thanks Louis. It’s great to hear
positive feedback about the NHS
when everyone is working so hard.
I’m sure the ward staff will be
chuffed to hear your kind words too.
Talking about challenges, you’ve
16
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Louis with film crew and BEH staff

‘People sometimes
forget anorexia
insinuates itself in the
workings of your mind’
obviously been in a number of
compromising situations during your
time filming. What’s been the most
embarrassing one for you?
Well, being embarrassing is in a sense
a part of my job description. I took a
role as a park ranger in a gay porn film
and stripped off in a swingers party…
that’s part of a documentary I should
say! More recently, I try to maintain
a slightly more professional air while
grappling with these more tricky and
intimate subjects.
And, have there been any points
where you’ve had to cut the scene
as the situation has spiralled out
of control?
In a funny way it’s what you’re
aiming for. I was doing a story on
chimpanzees and found one was
let out of his cage. He saw us in the
house and ran over and smashed the
window of the room we were in! We
all panicked but the feeling was this
is quite good for the camera so we
stayed put.

Final question, I’ve heard rumours
about a possible documentary on
Trump’s rise to power. Is there any
truth to these whisperings, and have
you been granted access?
It’s something we have talked about,
but if it happens we’re a long way
from being in a position to say
anything interesting about it. We
haven’t got an invitation to the White
House at this stage!

FEATURE

The (martial)
art of winning
There are times in the workplace
when we all might welcome a
bit of divine intervention by
a goddess of strength. Runa
Bhoobun has an icon of the
Hindu goddess, Durga Maa, on
her Chase Farm Hospital office
desk. Yet Runa is more likely to
look for the deity’s help during
her leisure time.
For when the manager of Enfield’s
crisis team walks out the office door,
she becomes Runa the Taekwondo
world-beater. Barely two years after
taking up the martial art, she already
has a World silver medal in sparring,
two British, two English, one Midlands
and two south east titles under her
red belt, (which she hopes to turn
black next year).
Something that is now a central part
of her life had unlikely beginnings.
“Back in 2016 my nine year old
son came home from school with a
leaflet about Taekwondo and he was
keen to do it. We started going along
to a lovely friendly family club in
Stevenage and as I sat and watched
him I thought: ‘I should be doing that
instead of just watching’.”
Less than three years on and the
pair train together at home and her
boy follows Runa around the country
as she picks up titles.
Runa explains that the timing was
perfect as she had recently started a
fitness and health drive.
“I used to be a very big girl and so
I decided I wanted to do something
about it. I started going to the gym

and working with a personal trainer. I
changed my lifestyle completely and
Taekwondo gave me a focus for that.”
And those efforts are pretty intense
including four boot camps a week
and long runs, often through obstacle
courses and deliberately muddy tracks.
Urging other BEH colleagues to
think about pounding the pavements
(or the mud), she says: “There are
aches and pains at first but you see
the results pretty quickly so that
inspires you to keep going. I love my
job but it’s great to walk out the door
and think about something completely
different. It’s such great stress relief.”
Runa’s competition triumphs have
surprised her more than anyone, given
she says: “I was never a fighter.” She
did lose her first battle on the mat –
but that was fighting a taller woman
(Runa is 5ft 3in). That only intensified
her fitness drive so she could drop
down the weight divisions and fight
women of similar height.
Since then she’s not looked back –
possibly with a little help from above.
“I’m the youngest of eight children
from Mauritius and we have Hindu
priests in the family. When I was
a little girl my mother said to pray
to Durga Maa and she would give
me strength. Sometimes when I am
fighting I’m obviously concentrating
on my opponent but if I’ve just done a
couple of kicks and need some energy
Durga does come into my mind.”
The deity’s icon has sat on Runa’s
desk at Chase Farm since she moved
from a similar role at Hertfordshire

Partnership NHS Trust last winter.
Having qualified as a mental health
nurse seven years ago, it’s a role she
enjoys. “Even though I am a manager
I am still sometimes working with
patients – especially where they have
complex needs. I really like that mix.
“The two organisations have
different cultures but there are really
impressive things about both services
so hopefully I can bring the best of
Hertfordshire to our service and be
inspired by the great work already
being done here.”
And when things do get tough in
the workplace, Runa can call on the
tenets of the martial arts – courtesy,
integrity, perseverance, self-control
and indomitable spirit –
and looks at the
icon on her desk
to find the
strength to
overcome any
challenges.
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FEATURE: TALKING THERAPIES

Enfield IAPT counsellor Helen George has
helped her profession take a significant step
towards recognising the role of race in the
lives of their black clients and service users.

Black
History
Month

Talking Race
Helen suggested that the British
Association for Counselling and
Psychotherapy (BACP) should
publish ‘a black issue’ of its magazine,
Therapy Today to mark Black History
Month (October).
The association and its editorial
team agreed – and voiced the hope
that the issue will act “as a launch
pad that will… inspire more writing
by therapists of all ethnicities about
issues of race, diversity and culture”. In
their introduction to the special issue,
the team also said the magazine could
“be a catalyst for further discussion
within BACP” on the issues raised.
The topics covered include:
• African-centred therapies which
draw on ancestral, community and
spiritual traditions
• Racism in counselling rooms,
services and training institutions
• Counselling young people
affected by knife crime.

18
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Helen explains: “I became aware that
the journal had not mentioned or
acknowledged Black History Month
in its October issue for the last ten
years. It made me start thinking about
the need to have platforms that allow
Black and Minority Ethnic therapists
to acknowledge and share what
we feel is important to us and the
communities we serve.”
In a powerful article about the
recent Windrush scandal, Helen
illuminates the failure to adequately
meet the emotional and psychological

“We all subscribe
to the notion that
counselling changes
lives. If we believe
that, then we must
also believe that black
lives matter.”
support needs of older black people
in particular – including those who
arrived on the Windrush in 1948 or
shortly after.
Addressing an under-representation
of the black community amongst
users of therapies, Helen says in her
article: “The impact on the community
has been severe, with black people
much more likely to be compulsorily
admitted to psychiatric hospitals and
treated coercively and much less likely
to be offered or to access talking
therapies.”

Helen George and Dawn Estfan

She continues: “A contributing
factor, it has been argued, is that
the counselling and psychotherapy
profession itself has neglected to
incorporate race, culture and ethnicity
into its main theories and practices,
and so failed to meet the needs of the
culturally different.”
In her call to action at the end of
the article, Helen says: “We still don’t
know how many people are affected
(by the Windrush scandal). What, as
a profession, are we doing to support
them? We can all recognise the
themes of trauma, shame, rejection,
loss of home, family, jobs, health,
security, community and belonging...
We all subscribe to the notion that
counselling changes lives. If we
believe that, then we must also
believe that black lives matter.”
One of Helen’s IAPT colleagues,
Dawn Estfan, also appears in
the special issue, answering
questions in the journal’s regular
questionnaire slot.

60 SECONDS WITH…

Celia Jeffreys
Safeguarding Children Lead
Trust Matters' Christine Bascoe met with
Celia for a quick 60 second interview.
Celia sings

Celia can you tell us about your
career so far and what led you
to BEH?
My first role in the NHS was working
as a midwife. I trained at the North
Middlesex Hospital and worked
there for eight years. Then I went to
work at Homerton as a public health
midwife and later I worked at Barnet
Hospital. At Barnet I was the named
safeguarding midwife and lead for
complex care. After that I worked
as the head of the National Female
Genital Mutilation Centre, which was
a charity funded by the Department
of Health. It was a really interesting
role which involved a lot of travelling
abroad to speak at conferences. I
joined BEH in 2017 as Safeguarding
Children Lead.
What does your current role involve
and what do you enjoy about it?
My role is both strategic and
operational. It includes working
with a lot of different partners. I get
involved in complex safeguarding
cases and also give advice and
guidance where needed. I like the
variety of my role. No two days are
the same. I could be going to a board
meeting, seeing a patient on the ward
or writing a report. Also I am in a great
team who are really supportive.
What is your personal experience
of using the NHS?
I live in Enfield and had all three of

my children in the local hospitals.
Each time I was well looked after
— although being a midwife at the
time might have helped! My mum was
actually born in Chase Farm Hospital
and with the recent archive move we
found her birth records from 1949.
One of my children has an on-going
medical condition and I have always
had good experiences using the NHS.

No two days are the
same. I could be going
to a board meeting,
seeing a patient on the
ward or writing a report.
Also I am in a great
team who are really
supportive.
What advice would you give new
Health Secretary Matt Hancock if
you had the chance?
I would encourage him to spend a
year on the front line so he gets to
understand what it is like working for
the NHS at grass roots level. I think
that would help his appreciation and
recognition of front line staff.
Celia, tell me something that most
people you work with wouldn’t know
about you?
Well one is that I am a runner and
I’m training for next year’s London

Marathon. Also, I am a singer. I
sing in a coral choir in Enfield called
Rowantree. I come from a musical
background. My husband plays the
drums and all my children play a
musical instrument.
How do you look after your
mental health?
Running three times a week with
a group of friends is my therapy
session. I run before 6am and I don’t
miss a session. With the job I do it
is important to have a good social
network – talking therapy. I am really
lucky to have a fantastic husband who
is really supportive.

I would encourage [Matt
Hancock] to spend a year
on the front line so he gets
to understand what it is
like working for the NHS
at grass roots level.
I heard that you are an avid reader
like me, so what are you reading at
the moment?
I have just finished the best book
I have ever read – CloudStreet by
Austrailian writer Tim Winton.
I have just started Eleanor Oliphant
is completely fine by Gail Honeyman.
It won the Book of the Year at the
British Book Awards.
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FEATURE: COMMUNITY MATRON SERVICE

The Golden Girls

Community matrons offer
a comforting service
Great-grandmother Connie,
who is 96, proves age is
nothing but a number.
With the help of BEH’s
community matrons
service she’s able to live
an independent life in the
comfort of her own home.

20
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Connie Stannard was referred to
the community matrons service six
years ago because she was regularly
being admitted to hospital for urine
infections, which aren’t uncommon
in older people.
With every admission Connie was
in an unfamiliar environment where
there was the potential for her to pick
up other infections. It also turned her
whole routine upside down.
The senior experienced nurses who
make up our community matron
service provide treatment and
support to people in their homes or
at hospital. Connie was assigned to
community matron Comfort Okusanya,
one of eight community matrons, six
years ago. Since then she has only
been admitted to hospital twice.
Until Comfort left BEH recently
she visited Connie on average about
once a month and has helped prevent
unnecessary hospital admissions
by monitoring her daily activities.
Comfort made sure Connie is eating
and using the toilet regularly and
encouraged her to take steps in
managing her own health.
Comfort not only forged a

FEATURE: COMMUNITY MATRON SERVICE

Comfort Okusanya

Comfort worked as a BEH
community matron for
around ten years.
relationship with Connie, but also
with Connie’s family – including her
daughter Patricia.
“This service is a godsend. I can’t
give it enough praise,” said Patricia.
“If you get the chance to use it, use
it. If we didn’t have it we would be
down at the doctors, but instead we
have the community matron's number
and know that she is at the end of a
phone.”
A few months ago Connie had the
symptoms of a urine infection and
Patricia called Comfort to ask for
her advice. Comfort came to visit
the same day, tested Connie’s water
and gave her antibiotics to treat the
infection.

‘The community matrons
service, Patricia says,
takes the weight off
her shoulders and
supports her mum to live
independently.’
Patricia says: “It cleared up quickly
and mum is better again. We can get
hold of a community matron when
we need to and mum is treated in the
comfort of her own home.”
The community matrons service,
Patricia says, takes the weight off
her shoulders and supports her mum
to live independently. Despite some
health issues, including poor sight
and regular bouts of lymphoedema
(swelling in the body's tissues), Connie
is sprightly and eager to live her life.
Some days she likes to stay home and
watch the day go by from the window

of her first floor flat in Enfield, and
other days she enjoys bingo, shopping
with family and visiting friends.

‘I would recommend
this service all the way.
It takes a lot of stress
off me and mum, and
because she’s seen at
home we were able
to form a bond with
Comfort.’
Patricia said: “I would recommend
this service all the way. It takes a
lot of stress off me and mum, and
because she’s seen at home we are
able to form a bond with Comfort.
We trust her and she’s easy to talk to.
Mum thinks the world of her too. She
definitely has the right name – what
a star.”
“The community matrons service
has definitely made a world of
difference and supports me to do the
things I love to do,” Connie explained.
We are often shown negative
stories about growing old, so meeting
Connie, a vibrant great-grandmother,
was a breath of fresh air. Despite life’s
ups and downs – Connie has outlived
a husband, a partner and a son – she
is happy.
So what are her top tips for living
a long, happy life? “Good food,” she
laughed. “I also never really used to
drink spirits – only from time-to-time
when I was young.
“I’ve had a good life. Some tragedy
too, but I am happy. I couldn’t wish for
better really.”

“This is an excellent service,
especially for patients with
complex needs. We worked well
with other Enfield community
services and we empowered
patients and promoted
independence as much as
possible.
“I loved the challenges that
come with the job. No two
patients were the same which
meant that my patients challenged
my ways of working and my
thinking.
“As a community matron it’s
important to make patients feel
that they have control of their
health. We work with them to find
out what they want and help them
to achieve those goals – no matter
how small. It’s about working with
them closely and monitoring them
to make it easier for them to be
independent.
“I love empowering patients
and ensuring they’re comfortable.
That’s what keeps me going.”

QUICK FACTS
The service aims to prevent
unnecessary hospital admissions
and improve patient outcomes
for people living with lifelong
medical conditions
Community matrons are currently
supporting 400 patients in
Enfield. Health and social care
professionals can refer into the
service following a discussion
with managers.
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BEH NEWS

With more than a decade as Trust Chairman under his belt,
Michael Fox left the boardroom for the final time last month.
Before departing for a walking holiday in Patagonia, he
reflected with communications manager Chris Mahony
on a 41 year career and his time at the Trust.

Fox retires from the hunt

At the turf-cutting ceremony in St Ann's
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Your ten years as our Chairman
makes you one of the longest serving
NHS Chairs. What do you put your
longevity down to?
It’s actually ten and a half years [he
laughs] because I stayed on for six
months to oversee the recruitment
of our new chief executive, Jinjer. I
know she will lead the organisation
splendidly and she will work with staff
and patients to make our services
even better.
I don’t think there’s any secret to
why I’ve been here so long: I’ve been
happy to carry on and the NHS has
been happy for me to continue.
I have lived
in Stroud
Green since
1977. I think
it’s important
that a Trust
Chairman should
live locally and
understand the
people they
serve and work
with. I’ve been
approached
about other
roles but I’ve just
thought that I’d
rather stay in the
part of London I
know so well.

What challenges and successes will
you remember now you’re leaving us?
The biggest challenge has been –
and will continue to be – improving
services with less money. I don’t want
to be negative but we’re still a long
way off the promised parity of esteem
between support for mental health
and physical health.
You’re always highlighting the money
pressures in your foreword to the
annual report every year.
I might sound like a broken record
but I’m passionate about the health
service. I joined the NHS management
graduate scheme in 1977. The NHS
is a wonderful system for providing
healthcare for all free at the point of
delivery. It’s something the country
and everybody working in it can be
proud of but we need to pay for it.
Staff should be properly rewarded –
even if that means raising taxes.
Quite apart from anything else, as
I get older I sometimes find myself
thinking ‘gosh, you’re going to need
the NHS soon’.
But you must be proud of the
improvements the Trust’s leaders
and staff have delivered over the last
decade in such challenging times?
Absolutely. The organisation is only
as good as the people working for
it. I’ve always been overwhelmed by

BEH NEWS

Patagonia

Michael is a keen cyclist

their dedication and expertise. Four
years ago Panorama filmed here for a
programme on ‘mental health in crisis’
and what shone through was that our
people were working so well in very
challenging conditions. That was the
same with the Louis Theroux eating
disorders documentary.
We’ve also not been scared to
work in new ways and with new
models of care. Look at our forensic
service which is leading for the whole
of north London. I also think that
physical and mental health services
should be integrated so I am really
pleased we are providing community
health services in Enfield.
And what events from your time here
might spring back into your mind in
the midst of a Patagonian rainforest?
I won’t forget being called out at night
in 2008 to see flames leaping 30 feet
into the air at the Camlet Building at
Chase Farm which houses the forensic
services. I did wonder how we were
going to come back from that but
there was no loss of life and the staff
responded extremely well.
And of course almost your final act as
Chairman was to cut the turf for the
modern, state-of-the-art inpatient
mental health facility at St Ann’s?
Yes, it’s taken a long time but it will
be worth the wait. I’m already looking
forward to coming back for the
opening ceremony.

What other achievements have you
been particularly proud of?
We were one of the first employers to
sign up to paying the living wage and
I was personally very committed to
that. At the risk of being controversial
– but I’ll almost be on the plane to
Patagonia when this is published – I
think all NHS organisations should
sign up to the living wage.
I’m also pleased with the way our
staff awards have grown since we
introduced them soon after I started.
It’s so important to say thank you
to staff who have put in decades
of service or who have gone the
extra mile. I loved attending the
awards night and celebrating our
achievements and hard work.
After you get back from Patagonia
how will you be enjoying your new
freedom? I understand that you’ve
also just stepped down as Captain of
North Middlesex Golf Club and that
your handicap is an impressive 12 so
I’m guessing that golf will feature?
Yes I do expect to spend a few more
hours on the golf course. I’ve also got
five children and three grandchildren
so I expect to be kept busy.
And having supported Queens
Park Rangers for 50 years
and had a season ticket for
years I’ve now got no
excuse for missing a
home match.

Michael Fox
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Dr Onikepe Ijete, a Specialty Doctor in Forensic Psychiatry, attended
Auntie Jean’s Afrikan culture market at Chestnuts Community Centre
to give a presentation on the importance of positive mental wellbeing.
She tells Trust Matters about what she learnt and the messages she was
able to share.

Reaching out to the
African community
I attended this event to start a
dialogue about mental health,
the barriers that affect access
to services and how we could
overcome them.
To build rapport with this
Afrocentric group, I wore
traditional attire of the Yoruba
people of Nigeria, (where I am
from). This consists of a tunic and
head-tie. I talked about the Yoruba
culture in my presentation.
From the questions asked
afterwards, I got a better
understanding of the group’s
concerns and their desired
outcomes. For instance, I found
out that some people were
concerned professionals incorrectly
diagnose mental illness. Some
also had a mistrust of western
medicine because they felt that
medication left people as a shadow
of themselves. They were open to
talking therapies and wanted to
know if our ancestors from Africa
practiced these.

People were open to
talking therapies and
wanted to know if our
ancestors from Africa
practiced these.
They also wanted to know more
about herbal remedies for mental
illness and I am now motivated to
learn more about these so I can
update the group when I accept
their invitation to visit again.
I also encouraged the group to
get involved in setting priorities for
health and wellbeing initiatives and
answered questions about mental
health services in Haringey.
I hope that, in time, I will be able
to help them overcome some of the
barriers to accessing mental health
services in Haringey and help them
to live by the BEH vision of live,
love, do.

AUNTIE JEAN'S AFRIKAN CULTURE MARKET
Auntie Jean’s Afrikan Culture Market
was established in Peckham in 1999
to promote commerce and help the
younger generation, (and the not so
young), to understand their cultural
heritage and identity.
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Dr Onikepe Ijete in traditional Yoruba attire

A few years ago, Auntie Jean decided
to start inviting speakers to the
events – which usually take place in
south east London. The Chestnuts
event in Tottenham was the first they
had held in this area and they now
meet here monthly.

Dr Onikepe Ijete

CLOSE UP

BEH IN THE MEDIA

Your compliments
What you’ve been telling our staff

Our staff are delighted to hear the difference their care and support have
made to your lives. Here are some of the lovely messages we’ve been
sent recently about the care we provide:

Cops track 160 royal
'stalkers'
BEH psychiatric nurses
are visiting the most
obsessed in the build-up
to Prince Harry’s wedding
to Meghan Markle. One
man has been detained
under mental health laws
in the past few months.
The Fixated Threat
Assessment Centre is
also looking online for
potential dangers to
Harry and Meghan.

BEH nurse highlights
''extremely worrying''
state of diabetes
specialist nursing
BEH nurse consultant
Debbie Hicks, co-founder
of TREND-UK (Training,
Research and Education
for Nurses in Diabetes
UK), described the
current state of diabetes
nursing as “extremely
worrying”.

Specialist multi-agency
unit to help tackle
stalking launched in
London
A world-leading multiagency specialist unit
dedicated to tackling
stalking has been
launched by Barnet,
Enfield and Haringey
Mental Health NHS Trust
(BEH) in partnership with
the Metropolitan Police
Service (MPS) and the
Suzy Lamplugh Trust.
Designed to be a centre
of excellence, the Stalking
Threat Assessment
Centre (STAC) will offer
a range of services from
different agencies, all
working together to
combat stalking and
protect victims. Forensic
Consultant Psychiatrist
Frank Farnham is
interviewed by the BBC.

St Ann’s property part
of battle against luxury
home developers
The purchase of twothirds of the land
occupied by St Ann’s
hospital by London
mayor Sadiq Khan is
the first to be made
with a £250m fund
aimed at increasing
the level of affordable
homes in the capital.

"Dear Laura and Miriam, thank you for your kindness,
support and help during my eight week course at the
Springwell Day Hospital. I enjoyed all the activities
and discussions, especially the puzzles for the brain
presented by Miriam. I will always remember my times
spent with you all."
“I’m very grateful to have Janine [Barnet
IAPT] as my therapist. She has changed my
life and I will never forget her. She was truly
amazing and understanding.”
“I would just like to record my thanks to the
Physiotherapy Department at Chase Farm Hospital
[Enfield Community Rehabilitation Team],
following my appointment this morning with Tony.
I was seen promptly, he listened carefully,
examined thoroughly and gave clear instructions
and support. I am delighted and feel encouraged
and greatly helped.”
“I want to express once again my sincere thank
you to [Haringey] Recovery & Enablement
Team for your commitment and support. I know
that you are doing your job but you have shown
such care and concern and we truly appreciate
you doing your job so well.”
“Dear Miriam [Enfield CAMHS], words cannot
describe the help you have given me this
year. Thank you for helping a nightmare only
become a memory. Thank you for helping me
to understand what happened to me wasn't
right, thank you for helping me to become me."
"I was a broken man before I came
here [Haringey Assessment Ward]
but I now feel fully recovered back to
a positive state of mind.”
"It is with great sadness that I have to inform
you that Dad passed away. We just wanted
to thank you for the amazing work your team
[Haringey Memory Service] did with Dad. Dad
thoroughly enjoyed going to your sessions and
I truly think that it helped him enormously.”

HAVE YOUR SAY

beh-tr.communications@nhs.net
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HISTORY CORNER

This autumn includes both the
centenary of the end of World
War 1 and Black History Month.
That’s why we’ve doubled the
space for our look back in time.
To mark Black History Month,
we recount the remarkable story
of Dr Ernest Goffe, one of
Britain’s first black doctors, who
worked at St Ann’s in Haringey
before and during the war.
We also look back at the arrival
of American troops, doctors
and nurses at St Ann’s during
the war’s final months.

Dr Ernest Goffe in Peter Pan’s First XI

From the Caribbean to Tottenham
It’s unlikely that any current Trust
employees are possibly related to the
man who signed the death warrant
of King Charles I. And not even the
sportiest of us plays in a team as
magical as the Peter Pan cricket First
X1. That Edwardian team featured
both the eternal youth’s creator,
J.M.Barrie, and A.A.Milne of Winnie
the Pooh fame.
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However, these are mere trifles in
the remarkable life of Dr Ernest
Goffe, one of the first black doctors
to practise in England. Born to a rich
estate owner in Jamaica in 1867, the
young Ernest studied medicine at
University College Hospital from
1889 and worked as a GP before
arriving at St Ann’s in 1907, where
he treated many war casualties.
The ninth of ten sons (and with one
sister), Ernest came to study medicine
in Britain because he was well down
the pecking order when it came to
inheriting his father’s estates.
As someone of mixed race, he is
likely to have been in a minority of
one at medical school. Family folklore
suggests that his mother, Margaret,
was born following a relationship
between a wealthy landowner and
a household slave. As well as his
cricketing frolics with the English
literarti, he was a good rugby player
and refereed the novel sport of
women's hockey.
After nearly a decade at St Ann’s, in
1916 Ernest bought a GP practice in
south west London where he worked
until his retirement 32 years later
at the age of 80. During that period
he also performed surgery at the

Victoria Hospital. His son, Alan Goffe,
also trained as a doctor at University
College Hospital and was part of the
research team that discovered the
Sabin Polio vaccine.

‘As someone of mixed
race he is likely to have
been in a minority of
one at medical school’
Early in Ernest’s journey the
family claimed to have traced their
ancestry back to William Goffe —
a major-general with Oliver Cromwell
who signed the king’s death warrant.
When the monarchy was restored,
they believed, ‘Willy’ was forced
to flee to the Americas, from where
his descendants made their way to
the Caribbean.
Whatever the truth of that earliest
yarn, there’s no doubting that the
Goffe clan was quite a family.

HISTORY CORNER

Four years after the horror
of World War One began, St
Ann’s Hospital briefly became
Little Colorado.

When Denver’s finest
came to our place
For a few months between
August 1918 and March 1919,
a medical unit founded in
Denver treated injured soldiers
back from the front.
To our American cousins and new
allies, St Ann’s was known as Base
Hospital No 29. Some 100 nurses, all
trained at Colorado State University,
and doctors from Denver University,
worked alongside British clinicians.
They were supported by 150
corpsmen who acted as orderlies,
ambulance drivers and office clerks.
Intriguingly, the website Local
Hospitals of London hints that these
men may have raised the tone of the
area, describing them as coming from
“the best families in Denver”.
The Denver Red Cross Chapter
spent $78,000 to equip the unit,
money which helped paint some of
the wards green and also provided a
number of high American beds not
previously seen in Seven Sisters.
The American military had planned
to increase the number of beds to
some 3,000 – including 150 reserved
for nurses from other base hospitals
in the UK who needed treatment. By
the time they left however, the bed
numbers had reached only half the
initial target.
The Rector of the nearby St Ann's
Church gave permission to the
American Red Cross to use the Parish
Hall as a Recreation Hut.

Denver Library and an American Red Cross nurse in 1918

The Red Cross duly equipped it for
various entertainments, including a
library and writing and billiards rooms.
By the time it was decommissioned
in early 2019, the unit had treated
3,976 patients – including 2,351 who
underwent surgery.
On this most poignant of armistice
days, we will rightly reflect on the
sacrifice of local people.
But perhaps we should also spare
a thought for those who came from
afar to tend the sick and injured at our
very own hospital.

‘The corpsmen
came from the
best families
in Denver’
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PTSD

Former BEH clinical psychologist Jennifer Hall sets out to
challenge the stigma that continues to surround post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). She led a small team treating people with
the condition, a team that is now led by Dr Becky Johnson.

Understanding PTSD
PTSD is a type of anxiety disorder
which can develop after being
involved in, or witnessing, a traumatic,
stressful or frightening event. This
could be a terrorist attack, military
combat, sexual assault or robbery. It
is thought, for example, that between
33% and 39% of people caught up
in a terrorist incident will experience
PTSD. It is estimated that 4.4% of the
UK population suffers with PTSD.
Someone with PTSD often relives
the event through nightmares and
flashbacks. They might also experience
feelings of isolation and find it hard to
sleep and concentrate.
Suffering with PTSD makes people
feel on edge. They will struggle to
think about anything else.
Although it is normal to experience
these symptoms after a traumatic
event, in someone suffering from
PTSD the symptoms will persist for
longer than three months or the
effects of PTSD will have a significant
impact on the their day-to-day life.
I worked within the Enfield Complex
Care Team as part of a small team
of three. Around 170 PTSD patients
were using the service when I left.
28
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Many tell us that they were reluctant
to get treatment for fear of being
stigmatised. They worry what their
friends, family and colleagues will
think of them. We hear time and time
again the misconceptions surrounding
PTSD – for example, people may
wrongly assume that people can just
forget about the traumatic event, get
over it and move on. But having PTSD
isn't a choice.
It is debilitating and people
shouldn’t have to cope alone or be
worried about what people will think
of them.
If you know someone that has been
through any kind of traumatic event
and they seem withdrawn, isolated or
are having difficulties sleeping, please
encourage them to talk about how
they are feeling. Let them know a bit
about PTSD and try to persuade them
to do the activities they usually love.
Persuade them to go out and work
or to connect with the community.
It can make it more difficult to recover
if someone remains isolated.
Ask them to talk to family and
friends and to take part in activities
that make them feel good. These

things can help symptoms to improve.
If symptoms of trauma following an
incident persist for more than three
months they should seek support
from their GP.
In our service we offer a phased
treatment option which includes
group sessions, one-to-one therapy
and reintegration into the community.
If you live in Enfield and would like
to learn more about this service
please visit the Trust website or speak
to your GP. For anyone else, the
organisation Mind has some great
information about PTSD.
Let’s talk about PTSD and help to
break down the stigma that surrounds
mental health.

Do you recognise any of
these symptoms in yourself
or a loved one? If so, talk to
your GP.
You can also contact
organisations such as Mind
and Rethink Mental Illness.

One in four people in the UK will experience a mental health
issue at some point in their lives, but by making some small
changes we can improve our mental health and more people can
live healthier and happier lives.

HEALTH MATTERS

Top tips to boost
mental health and wellbeing
Kathryn O'Donnell, clinical psychologist at the trust,
offers her top tips to boost mental health wellbeing.

Look after your
physical health

It’s so important to look after both
your mental and physical health.
After all, they are both connected
and sometimes deterioration in one
can have a negative impact on the
other. Exercise keeps the brain and
other vital organs healthy and releases
chemicals which make you feel good,
so fit 30 minutes of exercise in at least
five days a week.
Exercise doesn’t have to mean going
to the gym and working out. A brisk
walk, gardening or housework can
also keep you active and have a
positive effect on your body.
Looking after your physical health
also means eating well. You need a
healthy balanced diet which includes
fruit, vegetables, nuts and seeds – and
don’t forget to drink plenty of water.

Take time for

yourself and do the
things you enjoy

With lots of our time spent at work
and looking after family it’s easy to
forget to take time out for ourselves.
If you like reading, watching films,
baking or painting, then set aside the
time to do it.

Get enough sleep
Sleep is not just time out from our
busy routine. Sleep helps our bodies
recover, allows healing to take place
and helps to regulate the chemicals in
our brain that transmit information.
These chemicals are important in
managing our moods and emotions.
If we don't get enough sleep, we can
start to feel depressed or anxious.
So, avoid tea and coffee and a lot of
alcohol before bed and try to go to
sleep and wake up at the same time
each day.

Practice gratitude

Talk to someone
One of the misconceptions about
mental health is that talking about
your feelings is a sign of weakness.
It’s quite the opposite. Talking about
how you are feeling can strengthen
a sense of self-worth and wellbeing.
Talking can be a way to cope with a
problem you’ve been carrying
around in your head for a while.
And who knows, if you open up,
you might encourage someone else
to do the same.
It’s always good to talk and if you
don’t want to talk to family or
friends, please seek support from
your GP or a health professional.
We are here to help.
Given the high numbers of people
who experience a mental health
problem, if you’re not experiencing
one yourself chances are you know
someone who is. So let’s raise
awareness and get talking.

and do things
for others

Remind yourself of at least three
things you’re thankful for every
morning. You will have a different
outlook on life when you come from a
perspective of gratitude.
Helping others is also a great way
to maintain your mental health. Not
only are you helping them, it can also
help with your self-esteem. So, try
volunteering for a local charity, or just
be more neighbourly.

Kathryn O'Donnell
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A club and support group for people with
dementia and their carers in Haringey is nearing
its tenth birthday. We joined in the fun.

Support for dementia care
enters the premier league
The cheeky giggles ringing out from
a room in Tottenham Town Hall
confirm that Tom’s Club is underway
once again.
Three times a month people with
dementia and their carers meet here
or at Haynes Day Centre in Crouch
End for activities, mutual support and
the chance to talk to an Admiral Nurse
(Dementia Nurse Specialist).
On the day we visit, five people with
dementia and their carers were
undertaking a gentle exercise routine
with Walter Browne. He’s a member
of Tottenham Hotspur’s community
foundation. He seems to have a
permanent smile on his face as he
cajoles the group to ever greater efforts.
Admiral nurse Maggie Carroll
explains: “We normally get around
eight to 15 people at the two
Tottenham events each month and
around 20 to 30 at Crouch End. It’s an
opportunity for people to meet up
and take part in activities together.
We have a parallel group where we
talk to the carers about a particular
challenge they might be facing.

“It’s important the carers have
access to a clinician so they can raise
any behaviour or concern with us. If
necessary we can make sure they get
a quick appointment with a relevant
professional.”
BEH dementia care navigator Sarah
Betteridge attends each session to
guide carers through what can seem
like a maze of services and choices.
The club marks its tenth anniversary
next April, having been established
with money collected at the funeral of
former Chelsea and Tottenham
footballer Tom Harmer. The Haringey
Admiral Nurse Service (mental health
nurses who support those caring for
people with dementia) supported
Tom’s family when he developed
vascular dementia. Tom’s Club helps
carers feel less isolated while also
providing useful activities such as the
exercise class we dropped in on for
people with dementia.
Maggie says: “Admiral Nurses
provide one-to-one support, expert
guidance and practical solutions. As
with all the services we provide,

Tom’s Club is about helping families to
live more positively with dementia
right now and to be prepared for the
challenges ahead.”
While the club has always been
popular, it also welcomes new arrivals.
(See the venues and dates below if
you want to pop along.)
We spoke to Jill, who was caring for
both her parents until her father died
of dementia earlier this year. Her
mother, who also has dementia, went
into a care home a few months later
but the sessions proved so useful to
Jill that she still comes along for a
cuppa and a gossip.
Jill says: “Tom’s Club supports
everyone at every stage of the illness.
We were coming here for a good few
years — mum used to throw tennis
balls at Walter out of mischief. It was
the one event of the month where the
three of us could come together.”
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER SESSIONS

Tottenham Town Hall,
Approach Rd, N15 4RY
11am—1pm Wednesday 14 Nov
Reflexology
1.30—3.30pm Wednesday 28 Nov
Seated exercise with Walter
11am Wednesday 12 December
Christmas party
Haynes Day Centre,
Park Rd, Crouch End, N8 8JD
1.30-3pm Tuesday 6 November
Admiral Nurse session

(From left) Heather, Cynthia and Jill join in a seated exercise session.
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1.30-3pm Tuesday 4 December
Christmas party

Take two...

HEALTH MATTERS

and relax…

We know life’s hectic. And, we know taking time out after work is really
important to do, but how often do we do it? Well, we thought we’d share some
ideas with you from a few of our staff around the Trust.
Nathan Shreeve-Smith

Andrew Scott-Lee

I’m a creature of habit and everyday come rain
or shine at noon I go for a walk in the park
opposite St. Ann’s Road. It really breaks up the
day and helps me clear my mind from work for
30 minutes. It’s really important I get a break
outside of the office in the fresh air and get some
exercise. During that
time to myself I listen
to music and relax
before I get stuck
into the tasks of the
afternoon.
During the
weekends I find a
great way to relax is
to go for long walks
around London. It’s
an amazing way to
de-stress and find
new and exciting parts
of the Big Smoke.

There are a number of things that help me feel relaxed. Exercise
plays an important part in helping me clear my mind, keeping fit and
remaining calm and focussed.
That’s why I play in two
5-a-side football leagues on a
weekly basis, attend the gym
and facilitate the BEH-MHT
Back in the Game Football
project on a Friday afternoon.
They all help me feel relaxed.
Socialising plays a significant
part in keeping me engaged
and entertained. The occasional
trips with friends to the
bowling alley or the pool hall,
playing cards or drinking in
the pub contribute to my
enjoyment of life. This in turn
helps me to prepare for the
week ahead at work.

Communication Manager

Governance Facilitator, Patient Safety Team

Laura-Jo Duffy

PA, Enfield adult mental health services
My relaxation these days looks a bit boring – I like my
sleep and a day spa at Champneys with friends. I’m a
qualified make-up artist so in my spare time I enjoy making
people look pretty. To be honest, since getting married
it is something for my spare time but I did used to do it
professionally. Back in the day I worked
on Britain’s Next Top Model, the MOBO
awards, Nuts Magazine, a Take That
tour and several music videos.
Those days are gone but I
enjoy doing it in my spare
time.

Andy Talbot

Andy Talbot, Postman

"I’m proud to say that
Postman, Haringey
BEH is a welcoming
and brilliant
organisation always
striving
for better
Music and reading
history
books help
care for service
users"
me relax. My music tastes are pretty

To everyone at BEH, Happy
wide – reggae, house,
soul, ambient,
Birthday NHS 70!
house. For the last couple of years
I’ve been trying to create my own
musical masterpiece that I hope one
day I can share with the other guys in the post room.
I also like reading books about big historical changes
such as the birth of communism, the rise of Islam and the
Suffragettes. BBC4 is good for programmes about those
sorts of things.

EMAIL US WITH YOUR IDEAS
beh-tr.communications@nhs.net
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Quiz Time

own self-appointed Quiz
Are you smarter than BEH’s very
dishly clever with this selection
Master? He thinks he’s being fien
down a peg or two?
of questions, but can you bring him
ine, as we do like to do that
1. To check you’ve read the magaz
remember the name of the
here at quiz master central, can you
ed on?
ward that Talking Anorexia was film
stions starting with TV and film.
Now here is an electic mix of que
nic get?
2. How many Oscars did the film Tita
The Piano?
3. Who is the director of the movie
in the film The Rock?
4. What is the name of the prison

d Ali lose in his career?
6. How many bouts did Mohamme
nts in English snooker?
7. Which ball is worth the most poi
stralia from 1901 to 1927?
8. Which city was the capital of Au
w York?
9. What was the former name of Ne

A queen bee was

buzzing, a worker

bee was buzzing,

a honey bee was

buzzing, and a

killer bee was

buzzing.

were in buzzing?
Hard:

A horse was tied

to a rope 5 metres

long and the

ger Rihanna?
10. What is the surname of the sin

horse food was 15

metres away from

Macarena?

t antibiotics: penicillin?
12. Who discovered one of the firs
?
13. Which planet is nearest the sun

Easy:

How many bees

2?
5. What was the Olympic city of 199

11. Which group had a hit with the

Riddles

the horse. How did

the horse reach

the food?

et live?
14. In which city did Romeo and Juli

Caption Competition
Put your creative juices to the test. Send in a
witty or clever caption to go with this picture and
we'll choose the one we like the best. The winner
gets a £25 voucher. Email your captions to:
beh-tr.communications@nhs.net before 20
November 2018
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Answers
1. Phoenix
2. 11
3. Jane Campion
4. Alcatraz
5. Barcelona
6. Five
7. The black ball
8. Melbourne
9. New Amsterdam
10. Fent
11. Los del Rio
12. Alexander Fleming
13. Mercury
14. Verona

Riddles
Easy: One. There is
only one b in the word
buzzing.
Hard. The rope wasn't
tied to anything so he
could reach the food.

Maths puzzle

FUN ‘N’ GAMES

there are 10 to be found

difference!

Spot the

